Giant acquired tracheocele in a syndromic child: Case report and review of the literature.
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Abstract

We report a case of acquired tracheocele in a child with multiple congenital anomalies of the face, limbs, kidneys, and heart, to share our experience with international scientific community, considering the rarity of the disease especially in the pediatric population.

Patient’s history reported a tracheotomy at one month of life that was closed at 3 years old. Ten years later, the patient came to us for an anterior cervical mass swelling during respiratory effort and chronic productive cough. The diagnosis was made by high resolution Computed Tomography scan of the neck and chest and an elective surgical resection of the lesion under general anesthesia was done.
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Introduction

Tracheocele is an uncommon air-filled mucosal diverticulum of the posterior membranous trachea. This cystic lesion contains air or a mixture of air and liquid.

Tracheocele usually occurs at the junction of the cartilaginous and membranous portion of the trachea, commonly on the right side because there is no posterior support from the esophagus [1-4].

Fewer than 30 cases have been reported in literature [5-9]; especially as complication of tracheostomy’s closure [10-15]. We report a rare case of giant tracheocele in a patient with complex syndrome to share our experience with international scientific community [16-20].

Case Report

A 13 year old male was admitted at our Emergency Department for an anterior cervical mass swelling during respiratory effort and chronic productive cough.

Patient’s history reported a tracheotomy at one month of life for the difficult removal of tracheal tube that has been placed at birth for perinatal hypoxia. Tracheotomy was closed at 3 years. Patient is affected from complex syndrome that includes many malformations (cleft palate, solitary kidney, patent ductus Botalio, situs inversus intestinal, congenital hip dysplasia, hypospadias, inguinal hernia). Genetic analysis confirmed chromosomal anomaly with unbalanced translocation of chromosomes 2 and 16. The analysis of the parents' karyotype was negative.

The examination of the neck revealed a soft compressible, non-pulsatile, transilluminant, 48 × 46 mm swelling over the previous tracheostomy scar (Figure 1). Further examination with flexible fiberoptic endoscope, showed absence of anomalies in the laryngeal district (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Neck swelling before surgery

Figure 2. At presentation, endoscopic evaluation of pharynx and larynx shows no anomalies
Flexible bronchoscopy revealed a mild bulge of the anterior tracheal wall but no definite opening was identified: on exerting pressure on the neck, we found bubbles emanating approximately 30 mm from the vocal folds. There was no segmental malacia of tracheal wall.

The diagnosis of acquired tracheocele was done by high resolution Computed Tomography (CT) scan of the neck and chest (Figure 3). It revealed a large, air-filled cavity, located on the anterior tracheal wall (40 × 48 × 46 mm diameter), with a small communication at primitive tracheostomy site (second tracheal ring).

**Surgical Technique**

We performed an elective surgical resection of the lesion under general anesthesia.

Patient positioning is obtained as in Figure 4. We performed a losange 55 mm incision at previous scar of tracheotomy below the tracheocele (Figure 4).

After subplatysmal dissection, sterno-hyoid muscle and sterno-thyroid muscle were cut. Isolation of the tracheocele was obtained by simple separation of tissutal planes without cutting the surrounding structures (Figure 5).

Removal of tracheocele was done “en bloc” with the keloid scar (Figure 6).

The fenestration of the trachea was closed by running suture (Figure 7). The skin was sutured with 3-0 Vycril and reinforced with pre-thyroid muscles to provide support (Figure 8).

Postoperative antibiotic therapy (cefazidime 25 mg/kg 8 h intravenous) was given for 5 days. There were no postoperative complications. Histopathology report confirmed tracheocele (respiratory epithelium with chronic inflammation).

The patient was discharged in 5th postoperative day. We saw child in clinic after 3 months, he is in healthy and actually had no sign of recurrence.

**Discussion**

Tracheocele was first described by Rokitansky in 1846 [5]. Its prevalence is about 1% at postmortem examination and 0.3% at bronchoscopy evaluation of children older than 10 years [7]. Tracheocele can be classified as congenital and acquired: the structure is completely covered with respiratory epithelium and has no smooth muscle and/or cartilage in relation to its etiopathogenesis [8].

A congenital tracheocele arises from tracheal wall because of an embryonic anomaly with a predilection for males [9]. It may be often associated with laryngo-tracheo-
esophageal anomalies and can remains dormant until adulthood [6,10,11].

An acquired tracheocele usually appears as a single pouch arising at the junction between the extrathoracic and intrathoracic parts of the trachea [12-15]. Esophageal or tracheal surgery (for example tracheotomy, repair of esophageal atresia and tracheoesophageal fistula) [2,3,16,17], orotracheal intubation [18], trauma to trachea, chronic/recurrent bronchopulmonary diseases and increased intraluminal pressure have been suggested to explain the etiopathogenesis of tracheocele. In particular, chronic cough or increased inspiratory effort increase intraluminal pressure and this can induce mucosal herniation of weak areas of the tracheal wall [3,8,12,19-21].

Acquired tracheocele is an uncommon disease and is even rarer in pediatric age. Only two pediatric cases are reported in Literature (Table 1) [2,7].

The first one describes a 3 year old female with an acquired tracheocele arising after simple surgical closure of tracheostomy. In this case, the diagnosis was made by TC scan and flexible bronchoscope which revealed a segmental tracheomalacia. Tracheocele was removed by surgery and bronchoscopy at 14 months demonstrated a patent airway and no recurrence.

The second one is about a 7 year old male with acquired tracheocele after tracheoesophageal surgery.

A tracheobronchoscopy was performed and revealed a blind-ending pouch of the trachea. The therapy consisted in an endoscopic brushing of the tracheocele and application of fibrin glue into the pouch. A tracheal endoscopic examination revealed no recurrence after two months.

Our patient has history of tracheostomy at birth with difficulties of closure. However tracheocele showed after 10 years from tracheostomy removal. We suppose that recurrent pulmonary infections and chronic cough are causes of tracheocele in the site of previous tracheostomy. It is known, indeed, that surgery on trachea can expose patient to develop tracheocele.

The clinical presentation of tracheocele usually involves: dyspnea, dysphonia, hemoptysis, laryngeal stridor, apnea, neck pain, dysphagia [22]. Sometimes it can cause problems with orotracheal intubation or ventilation during a general anesthesia, or it can present as pneumomediastinum in case of rupture [23]. However, sometimes, as in our case, it is asymptomatic, as a cervical mass, that swells during respiratory effort.
Tracheobronchoscopy and CT scan are the gold standard exams to diagnose this disorder. Flexible fiberoptic endoscopy is useful to rule out the possibility of laryngocele, which may present with similar symptoms. CT assesses exact location, size and wall thickness of tracheocele and determines the nature of it (congenital or acquired) due to the presence or absence of cartilaginous rings in the diverticulum wall [7]. A barium esophagram is useful to exclude a possible fistula with esophagus and can show a fistula with the esophagus.

Differential diagnosis includes laryngeal and pharyngeal anomalies [6,10,11], apical paraseptal bullae [8], cervical hernia of the lung, intrathoroidal tumor or thyroid goiter, thyroglossal duct cyst, bronchogenic cyst, Zenker diverticulum, cystic hygroma, fascistis [24], neoplasms.

Treatment of these lesions is usually conservative [8,19]. Surgical excision may be required if there is an airway compromise, recurrent respiratory infections or esthetic reasons [25].

In our case the choice to perform surgery was based on the presence of recurrent respiratory and local infections.

**Conclusion**

Acquired tracheocele is a rare disease in a pediatric age. Recurrent infections of the lower respiratory tract in children who previously underwent to trachea’s surgery, as in our case, must be considered a risk factor to develop a tracheocele. However, we can’t exclude that it is a correlation between giant tracheocele of child and his complex syndrome. This should justify, the late presentation of pathology from surgery of trachea.
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